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On the eve of the great national day I wish you all a very happy Independence
day. Let us all bow down and pay our deep respectful homage to the Father of the
Nation Mahatma Gandhi and the noble souls of martyrs who made India a
sovereign country.

Amazing tales had been recorded in the history behind our glorious and unique
struggle. India earned her independence by spreading light in the entire human race.
For thinking minds to blossom, for arts and culture to flourish, the first condition
necessary is a settled society providing security and independent thinking minds. So
after the rebirth of India on 15thAugust 1947, our nation is going through a process of
rebuilding it'sstructurefor themanifestationofourdreamsandgoals.

Despite facing a host of disruptive issues during India's maturing process as a newly born nation, we
have already carved out our winning position in many areas. But it's a long journey, we still have barriers to
cross. As of now the major hurdle is illiteracy. According to the HRD Minster fifty percent of the illiterate
people of the world live in South Asia. Yes almost 287 million illiterate adults are Indians. The development
statusofa nation and the future of civilization, relieson the people being literate.

In spite of all the efforts of the well meaning people around, they haven't been able to make much of a
difference to this adverse situation. Considering the fact that literacy is the greatest tool for personal
empowerment and a means for social and human development, Rotary has come forward to take up the huge

challenge of lifting the fog of illiteracy surrounding a large section of the
people. Rotarians pledge to create a culture of excellence in literacy all over,
through TEACH mission making the whole of SouthAsia totally literate by the
year 2017. It is our proud pleasure to say that with lot of passion and
commitment Rotary's dream journey has already reached the next level,
particularly in theAdult Literacyand also in the HappySchool Programme.

My prayers and hearty wishes for a phenomenal success of Total
Literacy Mission making India one of the super powerful and peaceful
nation of the world.

India is going to celebrate her 69 Independence day tomorrow
th

The more we care for the
happiness of others, the greater is

our own sense of well-being.



The President Rtn. Dr. Bibeka Nanda Saikia
called the 1863 Meeting of the Rotary Club of
Gauhati South to order at 7.10 pm on Friday the
31 July,2015 at the regular venue of the Club,
Hotel Rajdhani Regency. Rtn. Prashanta
Goswami was invited by the President to take
the seat on the dais in the absence of the
Secretary Rtn. Dr. Priyam Goswami. The
members rose to sing the NatiuonalAnthem.

At the very beginning, the President
requested the members to rise and observe two
minutes silence for the eternal peace of the
People's President Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam, the
Missile Man of India who suddenly breathed his
last while doing what he liked best – delivering a
lecture to the students of IIM,Shillong on the 27
July,2015 evening. A requiem written by
Maharshi Patanjali which he had read out during
his visit to Dibrugarh was read out by the
Secretary at the request of Rtn. Dr. Devdas
Kakati :

When you are inspired by some great
purpose, some great project,

All your thoughts break bound,s

Your mind transcends limitations,

Your consciousness expands in every
direction,

And you find yourself in a new, great and
wonderful world.

Dormant forces, faculties and talents become
alive

And you discover yourself to be a great
person

By far, than you ever dreamed yourself to be.

The President requested the members to
introduce their guests and Rtn. Prashanta
Goswami introduced his guests Shri Achintya
Barua who is the appointed speaker of the
evening and his cousin ShriAbhijit Barua and his
wife Smti Rinu Barua. Rtn. Raj Kamal Bhuyan
introduced his guest Shri Nayanjyoti Sharma,
who is a prospective member and Rtn. Prasanta
Kumar Das introduced Dr. Rupam Das, who also
is a prospective member. Rtn. Adib Ahmed
introduced his sister-in-law Smti. Farzana
Ahmed.

Birthdays were announced of Rtn. Prashanta
Goswami (28 July), Rtn. Anjana Buragohain
(31 July), Vikash Bajaj (19 July) and Wedding
Anniversary of Rtn. Dilip and Anne Lipika Sarkar
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(31 July). The Greeting Cards were handed
over by Rtn. Minoti Barthakur, Rtn. Dr. Anil
Kumar Mahanta and Rtn. Digendra Nath Baruah
respectively. Rtn. Dilip Sarkar was absent.

On the request of the President, the
Secretary read out the salient points of the first
meeting of the Board of Directors of the Club
held on the 31 July,2015 at the chamber of the
President Rtn. Dr. Bibeka Nanda Saikia in the
Veterinary College, Khanapara. He informed the
house that the President had requested all the
Directors to go through the Constitution of the
Club and the By-laws minutely and suggest, if
necessary, any amendments that may have to
be incorporated. He further informed the house
that the President sought the detailed lists of the
work / projects that each Director wanted to
implement during the entire year and the
Directors complied.

The President informed the house that IPP
Rtn. Paramesh Dev Chowdhury has written an
exclusive and detailed artcle on the activities of
Rotay Club, Gauhati South in the local
newspaper AMAR ASOM on Monday the 27
July,2015.

Rtn. A.K.Hazarika of Rotary Club, Dispur
rose to extend an invitation to all the members of
the Club to an Interactive Session with Shri
Preateek Hajela, Deputy Commissioner,
Kamrup (Rural) and Shri Abhijit Bhuyan on the
National Register of Citizens at 6.30 pm on
Saturday the 1 August,2015 at the
Brahmaputra Ashok Hotel. The meeting would
be followed by dinner. He also informed the
members that they were trying to organize
another Interactive Session on Digital India.

Rtn.Dr. Anil Kumar Mahanta presented his
sons Rohit and Saurav who have both
graduated together – while Rohit has graduated
in Law (5 yeqars), Saurav has completed his
Engineering and is proceeding to the US for
higher studies. He presented a photo visual of
the Rotary International Conference at
California which had been attended by both the
boys with their parents.

The President reminded the members once
again on the District Team Training Seminar at
10 am on the 16 August,2015 at Malda and the
District Membership Development Seminar on
the same day at 2 pm also at Malda. There is no
registration fee for the DTTS and the DTTS has
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been made mandatory for all office bearers of
the Clubs. The President called upon the
members to join the sessions, particularly the
new members.

The Guest Speaker of the evening Shri
Achintya Baruah was introduced by the
Secretary as the second son of a very illustrious
scholar of Assam Dr. Birinchi Kumar Baruah.
Very few know him as Achintya and Manju is the
name he is known as. He is one of the pioneers
of opening up resorts in Kaziranga for tourists
and visitors and WILD GRASS is one of the
better known resorts in the area. Having lived at
the venue for almost thirty years, he is familiar
with the eco system and is a keen observer of the
environment & nature of the region. His son
Maan is one of the expert ornithologist and an
equally keen student of nature. This young man
was sought out by Mark Shand, the brother of
Princess Diana of England, for research on his
book on wild life and spent over a year in
Kaziranga with him to write his magnum opus.
Mann won a scholarship to the Oxford University
and today after completion of his thesis, he is
teaching at Oxford. His wife Smti Moromee
Goswami is a professor of English in Darrang
Ciollege, Tezpur.

ShriAchintya Baruah started his presentation
by thanking the Secretary, whom he could not
refuse, for bringing him to this august forum and
at the same time correcting him by saying that he
had many predecessors before him in Kaziranga
in this line of work. He had gone to Kaziranga
purely for business purpose but after having
stayed there he became a keen observer of
nature and developed an interest in the
inhabitants. The most crucial part was drawing

the equilibrium between man and animal and
also between the vegetations that grow in
abundance – while certain vegetations are
harmful for one lot, it becomes necessary for the
others. He drew a lucid picture of the nature and
environment in Kaziranga and suggested
measures to be undertaken in preservation of the
environment and nature. He specifically
emphasized on the unauthorized settlements
that are mushrooming in the entire National Park
and which he felt must be immediately stopped .

Shri Achintya Baruah was felicitated at the
end of his presentation by the President and the
first Lady personally as well as from the Club.

Rtn. Shubhabrata Sarmah offered the formal
vote of thanks. He thanked the Secretary for the
very concise details of the first meeting of the
Board of Directors of the Club. He thanked Rtn.
A.K.Hazarika of RC, Dispur for his invitation to
participate in the Interactive session on the NRC.
He thanked Rtn.Dr. Anil Mahanta for the photo
visual and congratulated the two young men for
their achievements and wished them all success
in life. The Guest Speaker Shri Achintya Baruah
was thanked for his very lucid and educative
presentation. And finally he conveyed his thanks
to Rtn.Dr. Anil Kumar Mahanta and Anne
Nabaneeta for the dinner they were hosting after
the meeting to celebrate the success of their
sons.

The Secretary reported that there were 28
Rotarians, 13 Annes, 1 Visiting Rotarian, 5
Rotarylets and 7 guests at the meeting and the
TRF collection stood at Rs.590/-.

The President prorogued the meeting at 8.15
pm and invited everyone to partake of the dinner
being hosted by Rtn. Dr.A.K.Mahanta and Anne
Nabaneeta.

MINUTES  OF  THE  1864 MEETING  OF THE
ROTARY CLUB  OF  GAUHATI  SOUTH
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Rtn. Dr. Bibeka Nanda Saikia, President of
the Rotary Club of Gauhati South called the
1864 meeting of the Club to order at 7.05 pm on
Friday the 7 August,2015 at the Rajdhani
Regency Hotel, the regular venue of the Club.
Rtn. Prashanta Goswami stood in as protem
Secretary in the absence of Rtn.Dr. Priyam
Goswami. The members rose to sing the
NationalAnthem.

The President welcomed the members and the
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Annes as well as the guests present. He requested
the guests present to be introduced. Rtn. Rajkamal
Bhuyan introduced his guest Shri Nayanjyoti
Sharma, a prospective member. Rtn. Prasanta
Kumar Das introduced his nephew Dr. Rupam
Das,anotherprospective memberof the club.

The President announced the Birthday of Rtn.
Bhupen Barkataki on the 2 August and the
Greeting card was handed over to him by our
senior member Rtn. Col. Manoranjan Goswami.
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Rtn. Dr. Renu Goswami was called upon to
present her report on the Teacher's Support
Project of Rotary India Literary Mission ( T-E-A-
C-H ). She informed the house that a meeting
had been held of the committee on Wednesday
the 5 August,2015. Accompanied by the
President, IPP Rtn. Paramesh Dev Chowdhury
and Rtn. Tejen bordoloi, she had visited the
Hatigarh Chariali L.P. School to carry out an
important project under the Teacher's Support
programme, i.e. the Nation Builder's Award. This
programme aims to select the best elementary
teachers and recognise them publicly. The
selection process involves the students as well as
the Head Master and these were explained in
detail by the Chairperson Rtn. Dr. Renu Goswami
and IPP Rtn. Paramesh Dev Chowdhury. Te team
would visit Digaru for the Happy School andAdult
Literacy. She called upon the members of her
team to accompany her to the Bapuji Prathamik
Vidyalaya at Ulubari Tiniali on Monday the 10
August,2015 at11.30 am.

The Editor of the Club's mouthpiece
UDAYAN Rtn. Giti Bujarbaruah informed the
members that Smti Reeta Goswami, widow of
late Rtn. Umesh Chandra Goswami highly
appreciated our gesture of publishing a volume
of the Udayan dedicated to her husband's
memory and was very touched. She thanked
each member for the very beautiful articles they
wrote about him and conveyed her gratitude to
the Club as a whole. The Editor thanked Rtn.
Tarun Chandra Bordoloi for uploading the
Bulletin on the website even though he is at the
moment at Tazakistan.

Rtn. Prashanta Goswami informed the
house regarding the recent telecast on NEWS
LIVE in the programme KATHA BOTRA with
Shri Homen Borgohain where both he and Rtn.
Rajkamal Bhuyan faced his questions on
Removal of Arsenic in Ground Water at Nalbari.
He informed the house that both he and Rtn.
Bhuyan have received a lot of calls from friends
and others appreciating the very educative talk-
show telecast on the 2 August,2015. Two very
encouraging and congratulatory messages
came from PDG Kalpana Khaund and PDG
Prabhat Kedia – both claimed that this was the
first visual media show on Rotary's welfare
activities and would go a long way in the Public
Relations programme of Rotary.

Rtn. Vikash Bajaj, Director of Public
Relations, informed the members that he has
had some discussions on the fund-raiser
programme with some members and
professionals. He mooted the proposal to join
hands with the local promoters in participating in
the Dandiya Dance this year at the time of
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Navratri. This was a subject that needs to be
discussed threadbare with the select committee
he has constituted before placing it at the Club.
He, therefor asked the Committee members to
attend the meeting at 4 pm on Monday the 10
August,2015 at the new Trust Office on the
Lakhimi Path off the R.G.Baruah Road.

The President called upon Rtn.Rajkamal
Bhuyan to inform the house regarding the Global
Grant project to construct pay toilets at Gauhati,
Silchar, Dimapur, Aizawl, Imphal, Shillong and
Agartala. The total amount received is slightly
over $ 73,000 which would be about Rs. 47 lakhs.
Each Toilet block would cost approximately
Rs.7.05 lakhs and he along with PDG Rtn. Arijit
Endow would be the persons accountable. The
toilet blocks should be ready in about 8 months.All
Club Secretaries would be members of the
Construction Committee and all Club Presidents
would be members of the Supervising Committee.
For the Guwahati project the sites selected are
either the corner of the Panbazar Car Parking or
the CarParking atGaneshguri.

The President presented the Quarterly
Newsletter of the Association of Surgeons of
which our member Rtn. Rabindra Nath
Mazumder is the President.

Rtn. Rabindra Nath Mazumder made a
beautiful photo visual presentation of his very
recent trip to the United Kingdom and the
European continent encompassing France,
Germany, Italy, Switzerland, the Vatican, Greece
and Austria. The presentation was highly
appreciated by all the members.

Rtn. Sweta Pegu offered the formal vote of
thanks wherein she thanked Rtn. Renu Goswami
on the very welcome work she is undertaking on
the Literacy programme. She congratulated
Rtns. Prasdhanta Goswami and Rajkamal
Bhuyan for the highly appreciated programme on
NEWS LIVE. She lauded Rtn. Giti Bujarbaruah
for the beautiful commemorative volume on Rtn.
Umesh Chandra Goswami. She thanked
Rajkamal Bhuyan for informing the house on the
Global Grant project. She thanked Rtn.
R.N.Mazumder for the beautiful presentation on
his trip abroad – it was an absolutel visual delight.
Finally she thanked Rtn. Bhupen Barkataki and
Anne Bonu for the delicious fellowship offered.

In his report, the Secretary informed the
house that there were 19 Rotarians, 4Annes and
2 Guests in today's meeting and the TRF
collection was Rs.140/-.

The President declared the meeting over at
8.25 pm.
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The first meeting of the Board of Directors was
convened at 4.30 pm on Thursday the 30
July,2015 at President Rtn.Dr.Bibeka Nanda
Saikia's chamber at the Veterinary College,
Khanapara. The following members were present
on the occasion :

The Presideent welcomed all the Directors to the
first Board of Directors Meeting and started the
meeting at 4.45 pm. The following discussions
were held and decisions taken at the meeting :

1. The President called upon all the Directors to
carefully go through the Constitution of the
Club and the By-laws so that if any
amendments are to be incorporated, then the
same can be undertaken at an early date.

2. He called upon all the Chairmen of the
variousCommittees to present their annual
plans as had been requested in the very first
meeting of the Club which was the Club
Assembly on the 10 July,2015. Rtn. Ram
Mohan Hazarika as the Chairman for Club
Assembly informed the Board that he has
already chalked out a list regarding fellowships
to be offered by the members for the entire
year and the list has been given to the Hotel
Manager to contact the members every week.
He has also personally contacted the
members who do not attend Club on a regular
basis. The felicitations and gifts have already
been procured for the entire year and if
anything further is required, then he will
organise. Guest Speakers will be organised as
required. Rtn.Raj Kamal Bhuyan as Chairman
of the Membership Committee was absent as
he is out of station but he had submitted his
plans for the year during the Club Assembly on
the 10 July,2015. Rtn.Vikash Bajaj as the
Chairman of the Public Relations Committee
raised several issues. (a) Banners and
Hoardings for Visibility – members suggested
the Jalukbari entry point of the Gauhati
University and the entry point of the NH-37 By-
pass. A third area was the hoarding that had
been put up at the extreme corner of the
Veterinary College at Khanapra – the old
hoarding has worn out but the frame is intact
and as such a new hoarding can be put up
there. (b)Small neat garden with banners of
our Club could be developed – members
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1. Rtn.Dr. Bibeka Nanda Saikia 5. Rtn.Rajkamal Bhuyan

2. Rtn. Dr. R.N.Majumder 6. Rtn.Dr. Sweta Pegu

3. Rtn. Bhupendra Nath Das 7. Rtn. R.M.Hazarika

4. Rtn. Prasanta Kumar Das 8. Rtn. Prashanta Goswami

suggested the sites under the 6-mile flyover
and the entry road divider on the NH-37 by-
pass from Khanapara side. (c) Coverage of
various events in the news-papers and the
visual media. It was proposed that Shri
P.G.Baruah, Chairman of the Assam Tribune
group of newspapers be made a Honorary
Member of the Club. (d)A fund-raising event be
organized sometime in December / January.
An expert committee was constituted and the
committee will decide on what and where of this
programme. (e) The annual Hridayjyoti Kutum
Memorial Debating Competition will be held
either in November or January,'16 and will
encompass entire Kamrup. (f) Efforts will be
made to make the Bhabani Bhuyan Memorial
Quiz Competition an annual event and Smti
Loni Chaliha will be contacted in this
connect ion. (g) ICICI Academy for
Craftsmanship training is still available and will
be utilized. Rtn. Dr. Rabindra Nath Mazumder ,
in his capacity as the Chairman of the Club
Service Project Committee listed out the
projects he intended to take up during the year
which included Health Camps, Animal Welfare
Camps, How to Face Interviews, Tree
Plantation, Blood Donation etc. He sought a
total fund of Rs. 1,43,000/- for his projects.
Rtn. Dr. Renu Goswami, Chairman of Literacy
(TEACH) was absent but she had given her
plans for the year during the Club Assembly on
the 10 July,2015 and had sought a purse of
R s . 4 7 , 5 0 0 / - f o r i m p l e m e n t a t i o n .
And finally the Chairman of Rotary Foundation
Committe Rtn. Prashanta Goswami informed
the Board that his effort would be to make the
entire members of the Club PHF members –
Rtn. Rajkamal Bhuyan had taken a unique step
during the previous year to add 15 more to the
PHF list of the Club and the same principle
would be followed during the year and
particularly those members who are yet to open
their accounts in the Rotary Foundation. The
District Foundation Grant that had been
approved last year but could not be
implemented for non-receipt of clearance from
the Guwahati Municipal Corporation would be
revived and the Bus Shed constructed in front
of the Guwahati Medical College. He further
informed the members that he would make an
application to Rotary International for a Global
Grant to set up a Day Care Facility in Guwahati
for Geriatric and Dementia Patients. Efforts
would also be made to revive the Family
Exchange programme of Roatry as assured by
our IPDG Rtn. Swapan Chowdhury.

th

There being no further issues for discussion, the meeting rose at 6.10 pm with a vote of thanks to the
President for the hospitality extended.



The popular news channel NEWS LIVE invited
Rotary Club of Gauhati South to speak on their
programme KATHA BOTORA conducted by the
renowned literature and Editor of NIYOMIYA
BARTA Shri Homen Borgohain on the very serious
problem faced by the people of Assam due to the
high content of Arsenic in ground water. Rtn. Raj
Kamal Bhuyan and Rtn. Prashanta Goswami
appeared on the talk show which was telecast on
the 2 August,2015 at 9 pm and again on the 3
August,2015 at 11 am. Both the Rotarians spoke of
the ill effects of Arsenic, which is a poison, the
survey conducted by the IIT and their choice of
Nalbari for the project of Rotary Club of Gauhati
South to remove Arsenic in ground water with
global funding of Rotary International. They
emphasized that the filtration units were installed
only in three schools where the Arsenic content
was above the permissible limit and with the
filtration, the Arsenic content has been brought
down well below even the international limits. In
the other seventeen schools, deep tube wells were
dug and the Arsenic in the water was found to be
within safe permissible limits. They further
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NEWS LIVE INVITES ROTARY CLUB OF GAUHATI SOUTH

informed the anchor that together with the deep
tube wells and filtration units, toilet blocks
specifically for the girl child has been constructed in
all the seventeen schools. The host applauded the
Rotarian and the Rotary Club of Gauhati South for
the yeoman service and noble work they have
rendered to the local populace of Nalbari and
hoped that they will continue such activities in the
years to come.

The programme was very well received by the
people and PDG Rtn. Prabhat Kedia sent the
following message :

“Congratulations to both of you. The programme
broadcast last night on News Live highlighted the
achievements of Rotary Clubs and immensely
helped build our public image”

PDG Rtn. Kalpana Khaund called up both the
Rotarians to congratulate them personally for the
wonderful step they had undertaken to showcase
Rotary and their work. She added that this was the
first time that the visual media has taken up Rotary
activities and this definitely was something to tell
the entire Rotary fraternity.

Healthy relationships: the ultimate brain booster

Humans are highly social animals. We're not meant to survive, let alone thrive, in

isolation. Relationships stimulate our brains—in fact, interacting with others may be

the best kind of brain exercise.

Research shows that having meaningful friendships and a strong support system are

vital not only to emotional health, but also to brain health. In one recent study from the

Harvard School of Public Health, for example, researchers found that people with

the most active social lives had the slowest rate of memory decline.

The stress-busting, memory-boosting benefits of meditation

The scientific evidence for the mental health benefits of meditation continues to pile

up. Studies show that meditation helps improve many different types of conditions,

including depression, anxiety, chronic pain, diabetes, and high blood pressure.

Meditation also can improve focus, concentration, creativity, memory, and learning

and reasoning skills.

Meditation works its "magic" by changing the actual brain. Brain images show that

regular meditators have more activity in the left prefrontal cortex, an area of the

brain associated with feelings of joy and equanimity. Meditation also increases the

thickness of the cerebral cortex and encourages more connections between

brain cells—all of which increases mental sharpness and memory ability.



Rotarians facing News Live cameras

At the new happy school Bapuji Prathamik Vidyaloi, adopted by RC Gauhati South

Growing up

Harris at age three, around
the time he moved to his

grandparents' home.

Harris as a student at the
University of Vermont in

Burlington, 1886.

Harris soon after he started practicing
law in Chicago in 1896.

The birth of Rotary

The first four Rotarians (from left):
Gustavus Loehr, Silvester Schiele,

Hiram Shore-, and Paul
P. Harris, Circa 1905-12.

(Collected by

Rtn Paramesh Dev Choudhury)



Mark Twain said:

Indian Philosophy Quantum Physics

Werner Heisenberg, physicist and Nobel Laureate

I like to think that someone will trace how the deepest thinking of India made its way to Greece
and from there to the philosophy of our times” John Archibald Wheeler,

coined the expression
Black Hole.

French Scholar Romain Rolland said:

- George Bernard Shaw, great dramatist, novelist, thinker and Nobel Laureate.

Hindus 4500 years ago a single minute
Jean Sylvain Bailly, FrenchAstronomer who computed

the orbit for Hailey's planet.

India is, the cradle of the human race, the birthplace of human speech, the mother
of history, the grandmother of legend, and the great grand mother of tradition. Our most valuable and
most instructive materials in the history of man are treasured up in India only.

After conversations about some of the ideas of that had
seemed so crazy suddenly made much more sense'

We owe a lot to the Indians, who taught us how to count, without which no worth while scientific
discovery could have been made.

– eminent American
Physicist, responsible for the theoretical development ofAtom Bomb and who

If there is one place on the face of earth where all the dreams
of living men have found a home from the very earliest days when man began the dream of existence,
it is India.

If I were asked under what sky the human mind has most fully developed some of its choicest gifts, has
most deeply pondered on the greatest problems of life, and has found solutions, I should point to India.

The Indian way of life provides the vision of the natural real way of life. We Western veil ourselves with
unnatural masks. On the face of India are the tender expressions which carry the mark of the Creator's
hand

The motion of the stars calculated by the vary not even from
the modern tables of Cassine and Meyer”-

Albert Einstein

Max Mueller (German scholar)

Editor : Rtn. Giti Bujarbarua
Rotary Club of Gauhati South

E-mail : giti_baruah21@yahoo.co.in

Mobile : 9954382241
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